
Status codes
0001 [0001] Mandatory error(s) found - cannot update / delete doc.
0002 [0002] Document has $3 item(s) attached to ADM record $1 in library $2 - $4 error
0003 [0003] ADM record has $1 item(s) attached. - $2 error
0004 [0004] Document has $3 order(s) attached to ADM record $1 in library $2 - $4 error
0005 [0005] ADM record has $1 order(s) attached. - $2 error
0006 [0006] Document has $1 subscription(s) attached to ADM record $3 in library $2 - $4 error
0007 [0007] ADM record has $1 subscription(s) attached.- $2 error
0008 [0008] Document has $3 loan(s) attached to ADM record $1 in library $2- $4 error
0009 [0009] ADM record has $1 loan(s) attached.- $2 error
0010 [0010] cument has $1 local owner attached.- $2 error
0011 [0011] Administrative record $1 in library $2 points to current document with link type $3.- $4 error
0012 [0012] Holdings record $1 in library $2 points to current document with link type $3.- $4 error
0013 [0013] Bibliographic number $1 in library $2 points to current document with link type $3.- $4 error
0014 [0014] cument has $3 holds(s) and $4 photo(s) attached to ADM record $1 in library $2- $5 error
0015 [0015] ADM record has $1 holds(s) and $2 photo(s) attached.- $3 error
0016 [0016] Holdings record has $1 items attached.- $2 error
0017 [0017] Document $1 has $2 item(s) attached.- $3 error
0018 [0018] Document: $1 was updated successfully.
0019 [0019] Invalid action given. 
0020 [0020] Action cannot be REPLACE without giving doc number.
0021 [0021] Error in locking the document. 
0022 [0022] Doc number given does not exist. 
0023 [0023] Record was last updated by a higher level cataloger. Your changes will not be saved on the server.
0024 [0024] The record number already exists, change the "last-doc-number" counter.
0025 [0025] Error unlocking record.
0026 [0026] Permission denied for delete operation.
0027 [0027] You are not authorized to edit this record based on existing "OWN" fields.
0028 [0028] Record is currently locked by another user. Your changes will not be saved on the server.
0029 [0029] Record was updated by another user. Your changes will not be saved on the server.
0030 [0030] Document: $1 was deleted successfully.
0031 [0031] Action must be supplied 
0032 [0032] xml_full_req must be supplied 
0101 [0101] Field $1 with text "$2" is a duplicate entry in the INDEX file.- $3 error
0103 [0103] More than 5 duplicate entries were found in the INDEX file.- $1 error
0102 [0102] Field $1 with text "$2" is a duplicate entry in the AUT file (Detected in doc number $3).- $4 error
0116 [0116] Field $1 with text "$2" Does not match any GEN heading.- $3 error
0117 [0117] Field $1 with text "$2" Matches a GEN heading which is not a 1xx (Detected in doc number $3).- $4 
error
0105 [0105] Record $1 in library $2 is linked to this AUT record by heading "$3" with text "$4".- $5 error
0106 [0106] More records in library $1 are linked to this AUT record by heading "$2" with text "$3".- $4 error
0110 [0110] Field $1 : "$2" is a new heading in the $3 list.- $4 error
0111 [0111] Field $1 : "$2" is a new heading, and is not in authority database.- $3 error
0120 [0120] Error when executing locate's find command.- $1 error
0121 [0121] Document is duplicate in the database (Matched against System No. $1 by LOCATE command).- $2 error
0122 [0122] Error when reading locate's result set.- $1 error
0123 [0123] More than 5 documents were detected as a possible match by LOCATE command.- $1 error
0126 [0126] Document is duplicate in the database (Matched against System No. $1 by MATCH_DOC command).- $2 error
0127 [0127] More than 5 documents were detected as a possible match by MATCH_DOC command.- $1 error
0131 [0131] Field $1 with text "$2" does not match any "001" field in the database.- $3 error
0132 [0132] Field 001 already exists in another document.- $1 error
0133 [0133] Field 001 conflicts with the one in the prior version of this document.- $1 error
0134 [0134] Must have field 001.- $1 error
0151 [0151] LKR - Missing Library (subfield "l").- $1 error
0152 [0152] LKR - Missing Document No. (subfield "b").- $1 error
0153 [0153] LKR - Library $1 does not exist.- $2 error
0154 [0154] R - Doc number $1 does not exist.- $2 error
0156 [0156] LKR - Doc number $1 in library $2 is already linked to document number $3.- $4 error
!chec _ oc_852
0191 [0191] 852 - Missing Sublibrary (subfield "b").- $1 error
0193 [0193] 852 - Sublibrary $1 does not exist.- $2 error
0194 [0194] 852 - Collection $2 does not exist for Sublibrary $1.- $3 error
0141 [0141] Text "$3" for Field $1 with sub-field "$2" is not allowed (check_doc_tag_text).- $4 error
0161 [0161] ISBN "$1" is incorrect.- $2 error
0162 [0162] ISSN "$1" is incorrect.- $2 error
0171 [0171] LKR - Missing Library (subfield "l").- $1 error
0172 [0172] R - Missing 001 No. (subfield "a").- $1 error
0173 [0173] LKR - Library $1 does not exist.- $2 error
0174 [0174] LKR - Doc with field 001 $1 does not exist.- $2 error
0176 [0176] LKR - Doc with 001 field $1 in library $2 is already linked to document number $3.- $4 error
0180 [0180] Error in FAUST number in tag "$1".- $2 error
0181 [0181] Length of tag "$1" is incorrect.- $2 error
0182 [0182] Tag "$1" is out of range.- $2 error
0183 [0183] Error $1 in the URL $2 .- $3 error
0200 [0200] You are not authorized to update or delete tag $1- $2 error
0220 [0220] Record updated by the system on $1 , $2.- $3 error
0221 [0221] Record updated by user $1 on $2 , $3.- $4 error
0230 [0230] Error: There is only one "$1" field containing subfield 6 with occurrence number $2.- $3 error
0231 [0231] Warning: There are more than 2 "$1" fields that have the same occurrence number ($2) in subfield 6.- 
$3 error
5001 [5001] A record cannot have more than 1 main entry (1XX). - $1 error



5002 [5002] Required 245 field is either missing or duplicated. - $1 error
5008 [5008] Required 008 field is either missing or duplicated. - $1 error
9999 [9999] Too many errors (must be less than 40)- $1 error
9001 [9001] Cannot open file- $1 error
9002 [9002] Field tag "$1" not valid.- $2 error
9003 [9003] Field "$1" contains sub field "$2" which is not allowed.- $3 error
9004 [9004] First indicator in tag "$1" is not valid.- $2 error
9005 [9005] Second indicator in tag "$1" is not valid.- $2 error
9006 [9006] Too many occurrences of a sub field "$2" in the tag "$1".- $3 error
9007 [9007] Tag "$1" is missing a mandatory sub field "$2".- $3 error
9030 [9030] Error in date.- $1 error
9036 [9036] Subfield dependency check found errors in tag "$1".- $2 error
9055 [9055] New entry in the ACCess file.- $1 error
9056 [9056] Duplicate entry in the INDex file.- $1 error
7001 [7001] Table for checking field $1 is invalid.- $2 error
7002 [7002] Ran out of memory loading table for checking field $1.- $2 error
7010 [7010] $1/$2: invalid value $3.- $4 error
7011 [7011] $1: Field length is $2; expected $3.- $4 error
7020 [7020] $1/$2: value "$3" is not numeric.- $4 error
7021 [7021] $1/$2: value "$3" is not a running time.- $4 error
7022 [7022] $1/$2: value "$3" is not left-justified.- $4 error
7023 [7023] $1/$2: value "$3" is not a valid date.- $4 error
7024 [7024] $1/$2: value should be blank but is "$3".- $4 error
7025 [7025] $1/$2: value should contain only '9's, but is "$3".- $4 error
7026 [7026] $1/$2: value should contain only 'u's, but is "$3".- $4 error
7027 [7027] $1/$2: "$3" is not in alphabetical order.- $4 error
7028 [7028] $1/$2: value "$3" is not a valid bit depth.- $4 error
7029 [7029] $1/$2: value "$3" is not a valid reduction ratio.- $4 error
7030 [7030] $1/$2: "$3" is not a valid language code.- $4 error
7031 [7031] $1/$2: "$3" is not a valid country code.- $4 error
7032 [7032] $1/$2: heading use codes "$3" do not contain at least one 'a'.- $4 error
7110 [7110] $1/$2: obsolete value $3.- $4 error
8000 [8000] $1/$2. Invalid value $3. Must be $4.- $5 error
8001 [8001] $1/$2. Invalid year $3.- $4 error
8002 [8002] $1/$2. Invalid month-day $3. Must be in MMDD format.- $4 error
8003 [8003] $1/$2. Invalid LDR/06 $3.- $4 error
8004 [8004] $1/$2. Invalid $3.- $4 error
8005 [8005] or blank- $1 error
8006 [8006] blanks- $1 error
8007 [8007] $1/$2. Invalid 008/06 $3.- $4 error
9100 [9100] 853/4/5 Field does not exist or is not linked to an active 853/4/5X field.- $1 error
9101 [9101] There must be a subfield u in 853 fields.- $1 error
9102 [9102] There must be a subfield w in 853 fields.- $1 error
9103 [9103] Subfields h,m and n can only be used for display not for prediction.- $1 error
9105 [9105] There is no subfield 3- $1 error
9106 [9106] Illegal quantity in subfield w.- $1 error
9107 [9107] There must be a subfield a in both the 853 and 853X fields.- $1 error
9108 [9108] There must be a subfield b in both the 853 and 853X fields.- $1 error
9109 [9109] There must be a subfield c in both the 853 and 853X fields.- $1 error
9110 [9110] There must be a subfield d in both the 853 and 853X fields.- $1 error
9111 [9111] There must be a subfield e in both the 853 and 853X fields.- $1 error
9112 [9112] There must be a subfield f in both the 853 and 853X fields.- $1 error
9113 [9113] There must be a subfield g in both the 853 and 853X fields.- $1 error
9114 [9114] There must be a subfield h in both the 853 and 853X fields.- $1 error
9115 [9115] There must be a subfield i in both the 853 and 853X fields.- $1 error
9116 [9116] There must be a subfield j in both the 853 and 853X fields.- $1 error
9117 [9117] There must be a subfield k in both the 853 and 853X fields.- $1 error

5001 [5001] A record cannot have more than 1 main entry (1XX)..- $1 error
5002 [5002] Required 245 field is either missing or duplicated..- $1 error
5003 [5003] A record cannot have more than 1 imprint (26X)..- $1 error
5007 [5007] Required 310 field is either missing or duplicated..- $1 error
5008 [5008] Required 008 field is either missing or duplicated..- $1 error
5120 [5120] Required 256 field is either missing or duplicated..- $1 error
5200 [5200] Required 041 field is missing..- $1 error
5121 [5121] Tag 538 is required for Computer Files..- $1 error
6003 [6003] Use 245 1# when there IS a main entry (1XX)..- $1 error
6004 [6004] Use 245 0# when there is NO main entry (1XX)..- $1 error
6006 [6006] Each 490 1# needs a traced series in 8XX..- $1 error
6100 [6100] Do not use 240 with 130 (Uniform Title Main Entry)..- $1 error
6120 [6120] A uniform title 240 needs either 100, 110, or 111..- $1 error
6036 [6036] Subfield 2 is missing.- $1 error
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